Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for February, 2022

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

My fellow club members, the Board decided
that with the limited registration for our March
Nick Agar event and for Nick’s classes, it was
prudent to cancel this year’s event. I know this
will be as disappointing to you as it is to me.
We hope that as we emerge from the COVID
precautions and return to our more normal
operations, we will see increased participation
in our meetings and events, leading to a
successful event in 2023.

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

As you will see elsewhere in the newsletter,
Nick Agar will be demonstrating remotely for
our March meeting. Please join me at the Mount
Vernon Christian School for our March meeting
or join the meeting via Zoom.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.

As we move forward in 2022, we will be
restarting our Sawdust Saturday sessions and
working to conduct additional classes focused
on intermediate and advanced skills development. In March we will be holding an Open
Turning session on the 26th. More information
on the Open Turning session will be available at
the March meeting. In April we will hold our
first Intro to Woodturning session. We would
like to encourage all our new members and
beginning woodturners to sign up for the
session.
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The Membership Committee has been working
to enhance and expand our club’s membership
offerings. The goal of this work is to provide
addition value to our current members and to
increase our overall membership. Watch for
more information on this as plans progress.
Regards,

Rod Parker
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President's Challenge
Following up on Mark Dreyer’s excellent presentation
at our February meeting, members are encouraged to
show their pen turning skills. As an alternative to
turning pens, if members would like to share their
successful CA finishing techniques on other turning
projects, that would also be good.

Sawdust Saturday Coming!
Contributed by Giovanni Monteferrante
The NWW will be restarting our traditional Sawdust
Saturday sessions in March. In the past, these sessions
have focused on entry level skill building and that will
continue in 2022. This year we will be adding special
interest sessions where our club members can focus on
specific techniques or projects for which they would
like help and guidance.
In March the club will be hosting an “Open Turning”
session on the last Saturday of the month. All club
members are invited to attend. Bring your project, your wood and tools, and come and turn
with your friends and fellow club members. If you are interested in helping out or mentoring,
please let Giovanni M. know. We will have a sign-up sheet available at our March meeting.
Beginning in April we will offer our Intro to Woodturning session where we will cover
‘everything you wanted to know about woodturning’, from nomenclature to wood and tool
selection, to basic lathe operation and tool handling.
In the following months, we will offer basic spindle and bowl turning techniques, lidded box
creation, tool handle turning, and top turning, just to mention a few of the areas we will cover.
Also, we will offer a tool sharpening workshop for those who are struggling to create a good
repeatable cutting edge on their tools.
Our goal is to provide a personal, focused learning experience for our club members whether
they are new to turning, looking to expand their skills or delve into a specific turning
techniques or tool. If there is specific topic you would like to explore, please let Giovanni M.
or one of the club officers know. or one of the club officers know.
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February Program Recap
The February 17th evening presentation was an IRD by
Mark Dreyer, an enthusiastic pen turner for nearly
thirty years. He now resides in the Chicago, IL area.
An electrical engineer by trade, he is meticulous about
his pen making and finishing. Mark views pens as
functional pieces of art and authored an article in the
April 2021 issue of American Woodturner about pen
making. He has also put out a dozen YouTube videos
in a series called "10 Minutes to Better Pen Making",
each of which covers a different aspect of making
pens.

Mark Dreyer

Before diving into some of his methods of work, Mark began with a short slide show
depicting a wide variety of different pen types (the first pen he showed contained a
flattened penny from Disneyworld). Besides an assortment of hardwoods, many were
wood-resin combinations or dyed acrylic. He made some pens by surrounding colorful
candy wrappers in clear resin, noting that he would gleefully consume the candy first.
Mark begins the pen making process by purchasing a "component set", a term he much
prefers to "pen kit" because the latter suggests to potential customers that pen making is
nothing more than non-creatively assembling multiple premade parts, which in fact is not
the case.
As he proceeded to describe the process he uses, Mark sprinkled his discussion with a
number of helpful hints. Marking the pieces as they are cut is important, whether one is
using wood, acrylic, or other material. It facilitates knowing how the cut blanks line up

when matching the grain and helps eliminate errors that can occur when drilling. Mark
always drills his 2-part blanks from the center out to toward both ends of the blank, as it
assures the most accurate alignment where the pieces come together.

(Continued on next page)
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February Program Recap (Cont'd)
Mark has found that drilling on the lathe is slightly more precise than on the drill press, but
he uses his drill press unless a high degree of precision is involved because it is faster.
He went on to show several types of pen mandrels. His favorite is a turn-between-centers
mandrel that is robust and rigid. He bought his at Exotic Blanks, where he buys most of his
pen turning supplies.
Mark talked about non-wood pen blanks. He makes (or buys) blanks made from three
different materials:

Silmar 41 (polyresin) - Has a longer open time and is crystal clear. It has a

pervasive "sweet" smell. It takes a day or two to cure enough to turn. Mark
cautioned that you should only add about half the amount of activator that
the manufacturer recommends. Leave in a pressure pot at least overnight.

Alumilite Clear (urethane) - Shorter working time (it will fire off in about 12
minutes), but little smell to contend with. Good for embedding. It cures
sufficiently to turn in a day or two. It works well for color separation when
swirling in colors (dyes or powders). Turns well.

Epoxy - Pot life variable depending on hardener used, but it takes longer (7-10
days) before it cures sufficiently hard to turn. Because of this delay, Mark
prefers using the first two above.
Various acylic blanks are available for sale,
but they do not all turn the same. Acryluster
is more difficult to turn, so turn it at a slower
speed. Camoblanks are also more difficult to
turn, so keep the rpms down.

Especially for some of the more translucent acrylic pen blanks, painting the brass tube or
the drilled hole in the blank can make a significant difference in the final appearance. Mark
prefers to paint the surface of the drilled hole, most often using a Q-tip with acrylic paint.
He uses black or white paint and occasionally both, with white in the central portion and
black on the ends. However, one could experiment with using different colors as well.

(Continued on next page)
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February Program Recap (Cont'd)
Mark added that if you wish to add your own photo to a pen, it can be done by using an
inkjet or laser printer to print them onto waterproof labels (he uses Online Labels OL9805WI
- 10 sheets for around $18 for his inkjet printer). He has a video available on his website for
printing pictures to the correct dimensions.
Other tips on pen turning that Mark mentioned included the advice not to use sandpaper for
sculpting the shape of the pen (use your turning tools -- Mark prefers carbide tools such as
those made by EasyWood, especially the round negative rake tool). Most of the time you will
be able to start sanding at around 220 grit, but regardless of what grit you begin with, don't
skip grits as you progress. After sanding with the lathe on at no higher than 1000 rpm, stop
the lathe and sand parallel to the pen's long dimension. Then it's on to the next finer grit. For
wood he sands only to 400 grit; for acrylic blanks he uses micromesh pads with water to go
to a much finer finish. Good light is important.
When using carbide cutters, Mark emphasized not to push INTO the piece -- the pressure
should be in a sideways direction. For improved control, Mark holds the tool firmly locked
under his forearm and grips it with his
index finger extended on top of the shaft,
perhaps 1 1/2 to 2 inches back from the
cutting edge. The opppsite hand is against
the tool rest, with the tip of the thumb on
top of the tool just in front of the extended
index finger. Because pen diameters are
small, most of the time he turns at the
maximum speed of his lathe (around 3500
rpm). He holds his tool perfectly horizontal
and cuts on dead center.
In response to a member's question, he
noted that roller ball pens sell well. He also
said that he is not making pen and pencil
sets because he hasn't found a suitable
mechanism for a mechanical pencil that
will hold up well over many years.
Videos and additional information is
available on Mark's website:

http://markdreyerturning.com/

What do Alexander the Great and Winnie the Pooh have in common?
The same middle name.
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Upcoming Programs

March 17, 2022 - Despite the cancellation of this year's
All-Day Demo, Nick Agar has happily agreed to provide

an online IRD for our regular March meeting. He will
provide an overview on making one of his signature
pieces, a Viking Sunset Bowl .

April 21, 2022 - John Shrader, from Seattle will
demonstrate "Metals in Woodturning", a program on

using metal in wood turning to include: metal spinning,
embedded wire, and powdered metal inlay. With luck,
his demo will take place in person at MVCS.

May 19, 2022 -

We will welcome back Jimmie Allen ,
owner of D-Way Tools of Silverdale, WA, who will give
a demonstration of his box making using his signature
Boxmaster tools. He may also have a presentation
describing the unique manufacturing process for his
turning tools.
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Coming Demonstrator: Nick Agar
Contributed by David Pettenski
The March 17, 2022 meeting will be a hybrid physical and zoom meeting, featuring an
Interactive Remote Demonstration (IRD) via Zoom with Nick Agar of Savanna, Georgia. Nick
will be demonstrating his “Viking Sunset Bowl ”. You may come to the physical meeting at the
Mt. Vernon Christian School in Mt. Vernon to socialize, buy supplies, check out library
books, participate in the tool/wood raffles, pay your dues and of course watch the zoom
meeting. If you prefer to stay at home, the zoom meeting option will be available.
We plan to open the Zoom meeting at 5:30 PM with the program to start at 6:00 PM to
accommodate Nick being in the eastern time zone. A full business meeting will follow the
presentation.
As most of you now know Nick was
scheduled for our all-day demonstration in
Anacortes on Saturday, March 19, 2022 and
to also present some woodturning classes to
our members. Due to a lower-than-expected
registration we reluctantly decided to cancel
the in person visit by Nick. However, Nick
agreed to provide us with a demonstration of
his famous Viking Sunset Bowl for our March meeting. Also, Nick will be heading out this way
on a trip to Australia in March 2023 and has agreed to try again to provide the same events at
that time. Stay tuned! This current demonstration is your opportunity to get acquainted with
Nick and his techniques.
Having now relocated to the United States Nick has recently opened new teaching studios
near Savannah Georgia. With more than 30 years’ experience he has a great understanding of
his medium.
Choosing maples for decorative works or burls and intriguing or figured timber for sculptures
or natural edged works Nick is a master at exposing nature's treasures that hide beneath the
bark.
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Membership Committee Report
By Brad Burdick
There are a few very special club members who deserve some extra recognition. They have
received Life member status. This is a big honor and only goes to individuals who have made
an exceptionally positive impact on this organization! These are the people who have been
active for years, made significant contributions of time, knowledge, dedication, and other
resources. The Board is proud to recognize our current life members:
Shirley Butters

Jerry Holmes

Bob Doop

Laura Matthews

Derek Evans

Gerrit Van Ness

Our sincere thanks also to everyone who has sent in their membership for 2022.

Here is the current list as of 2/22/22. A special welcome to the new members highlighted
in blue below.

Ryan Aberg

Steve Cottle
Mike Danosky
James Davis
Bob Doop
Charley Drake
Mike Dunning
Guenter Elsner
Rick Erb
Derek Evans
Tom Fields
Jim Fox
Ed Frank
Steve Gary
Chad Gladhart
Pat Goddard
Mark Greenberg
Jeff Goertz
Sherri Greenleaf
Steve Heiderer
Jerry Holmes
Jeff Holliman
Richard Hurley

Jeanette Alexander
Will Alexander
Paul Anderson
Rick Anderson
Tom Ary
John Baker
Tal Birdsong
Marie Bishop
David Blair
Les Books
Frederic Braun
Robert Bruland
Brad Burdick
Shirley Butters
Greg Camrud
Terry Carter
Mark Cattarin
Clark Champion

Chris Chartier
Bill Clark
Jeff Coddington
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Membership Committee Report (Cont'd)
Larry Imbeau
Scott Jackson
Elise Jensen

Doug Owens
Rod Parker
David Pettenski
Ron Radliff
Bill Rawls
Jeff Riechel
Jim Sebring
Ray Shields
Terri Smith

Suzanne Jensen
Craig Johnson
Paul Johnson
Karen Kezele
Charles Jurges
Kris Ketchum
Peggy Lanford
Phil Kezele
Norman Lanford
Art Learmonth
Vernon Leibrant
Melanie Mankamyer
Laura Matthews
Lynn Lyness
Michael McCunn
Mark McEathron
Ann Moore
Giovanni Monteferrante
Brannon Mucke
J Montgomery
Gary Moore
Vince Muscolo
Tom Norris
Tom Osgood

Brian Smead
Tom Smith

Jeff Sprecher
Rick Terney
Brad Thompson
Tom Thornton
Gerrit Van Ness
Ronald Torrence
Paul Troka
Lucinda Van Valkenburg

Thomas Voegeli
Dennis Waller
Robin Watson
George Way
Ronald Wehde
Dave Yocom
Mike Young

If you don’t see your name here, there are 2 easy ways to renew your membership:
1.

Renew On-Line, go to our website and pay $35 using our PayPal link:
https://www.nwwwt.org/membership/

2.

Renew by Mail , mail a $35 check to:

Northwest Washington Woodturners
Attn: Membership Chair
P.O. Box 31
Mount Vernon, WA 98373

If you have any questions, please contact Brad Burdick by email at membership@nwwwt.org
or call him at (360) 303-3485 .
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Know Your Woods
Katalox (Swartzia cubensis) is from S. Mexico, Central America, and
N. South America. Trees grow 100-130 ft tall with a 2-4 ft trunk
diameter.

Heartwood is dark reddish brown to nearly black, sometimes with a
strong purple hue. Sapwood is sharply demarcated and is pale
yellowish white. Pieces with curly or wavy grain are not uncommon.
Katalox is rated as very durable, though susceptible to marinw borers.
Katalox is typically considered difficult to work on account of its high
density. The wood has a moderate to high blunting effect on cutters,
and if there is interlocked grain present, tearout can occur during
planing. Can be troublesome to glue because of its high density and
natural oils present. Fairly fine grained; takes a high polish.
Katalox has exceptional strength properties, and is among the very
stiffest and strongest woods available worldwide. Its dark color makes
it a popular substitute for ebony, and the wood is sometimes called
Mexican Royal Ebony, though it is not a true ebony in the Diospyros
genus.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
Once again this year's All Day Demo has been
canceled due to ongoing concerns about the
COVID pandemic. And with that, we are again
deprived of the opportunity to share a full day of
learning with Nick Agar. Thanks to the new world
of virtual demonstrations, we will get to see Nick
as our March program. However, Nick is so much
more than a 90 minute demo….so here’s some
additional videos to add to our experience with
Nick until we can see him in person!
Nick’s website is a wealth of information. Be sure to check out the Products & Techniques
section to learn how Nick attains the look of his creations.

https://nickagarstudios.com/
Nick...how he came to be the artist he is and what inspires him. The latter part of this video
does become a blatant Tormek Infomercial but gives a glimpse into how Nick keeps his
tools sharp.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= bpIXozlTJ0E
Nick is known for his colorful creations. Both of these
videos present some background on how he uses
colors & dyes to attain so many wonderful effects.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 3-Kt24uEVCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= UR9wwIUFsYw
In addition to coloring, a large part of Nick’s signature work is his texturing. This video is a
primer on the use of Sorby spiraling tools and the variety of textures they can produce. Nick
also stresses that anything that will make a mark on the wood can produce a usable texture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= qEIbEQyTnrQ
The Viking Sunset Bowl has become Nick’s signature work. Here he talks about how it came
to be.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= T50DnJR-GJw

(Continued on next page)
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Turning on the Web (Cont'd)
Finally, a detailed look at turning a Viking Sunset Bowl. Though we will see him do the
same at our March meeting, this will provide a good reference to refer back to when you set
out to turn yours!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= AixMHw46vOc

Be inspired, turn safe and BE SAFE!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!

Keep Your Lungs Happy
Most woodturners are aware of the deleterious effects that fine
sawdust has on the lungs and the need to keep the inhalation of
such particles to a minimum. After last month's presentation on
pen turning, it is worth reinforcing an admonition given by
demonstrator Mark Dreyer: tiny floating particles of various
plastics and resins need to be avoided as well.
When turning acrylics, polyresins, urethanes, epoxies and
similar materials (and particularly when dry sanding them), use
a good quality respirator to keep any resulting fine dust out of
your lungs.
Inhaled microplastics can produce inflammation and repeated exposure is known or
suspected of leading to respiratory problems like asthma and cancer. Some can lead to other
organ damage such as to the kidneys, liver, and reproductive organs.
Play it safe -- keep your respirator handy.......and WEAR it -- its effectiveness diminishes
substantially when it remains in a drawer or on a shelf.
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Stunning Trees of the World
Baobab Trees in Madagascar
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

Membership Chairpersons

President

Brad Burdick
Will Alexander
Membership@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Brad Thompson
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

TBD
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Pat Goddard
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Librarian

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Greg Camrud
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

FOR SALE

RAM OZ ECO MICROMOTOR

• Speed Range: 0-50,000 RPM speed range w/ lots of quiet power
for both roughing and detail work.
• Reversible rotation.
• Compact lightweight handpiece w/ brushless motor
• Accepts 1/8" & 3/32" bits
• Variable Speed foot control
• Manual/parts list
In very good condition,
has only seen occasional use.

$ 21 0
$250 Cash

Rick Anderson

360-319-7600
rick98229@yahoo.com
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Ads (Cont'd)

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Ads (Cont'd)

Outtakes
Mark Dreyer has long been a strong advocate of penturning....
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